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About This Game

Аn indirect-control tile-twisting puzzled adventure ...with traps!

Molecats is a challenging indirect-control puzzle game that takes place in the quirky and beautiful world of... Molecats!

Molecats are sort of cat-mole hybrids. They are a bunch of gawky fellows who like mushrooms, marching and adventures of all
kind! Molecats spend their time digging into nearby caves and gathering delicious ‘shrooms and shiny relics, occasionally getting

lost in the process.

Your goal is to guide Molecats through the underground by taking control of the environment and changing the path they follow.
On their way, Molecats will face lots of dangerous traps, spooky monsters and tricky challenges and meet a whole bunch of

strange but interesting characters.

Features:

Indirect control via level tiles.. Rotate tiles to connect paths; apply special powers to tiles to make Molecats run, stop,
or walk in opposite direction.

Simple but challenging. Simple game mechanics at its base with little twists creating more challenging pathfinding
puzzles.
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Peace! Traps and monsters don’t kill, but make your life way more complicated.

“Nonfailure” gameplay style. You can’t actually lose this game, but if you mess up, you will end up facing even more
puzzles.

Tons of secrets! Each level features secondary goals, trophies, mysterious unlockables, special relic collections and
hidden locations plus secret levels with unique game mechanics!
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Title: Molecats
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Vidroid
Publisher:
Vidroid
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018
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English,Russian,Ukrainian,German,Italian,French,Polish,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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First impressions:

PROs -
Runs on both laptop and desktop systems. The recommended specs are a good starting point.
LOTS of options and variations. This is not a game. It is a 2D\/3D railroad modeling application.
The UI is smooth, but takes getting used to.

CONS -
A few graphical glitches, a couple of bugs with track and switchlaying. Workarounds solved these bugs.

LOCALIZATION:

This is the first time the game is localized for English, but the translations are excellent IMO.

Some folks may be put off that the game models European railways primarily, but there are assets available (and a friendly and
helpful forum) to help model North American railways.

CONCLUSION:

If you like modeling train sets (there is no built-in economy) then this is a great package (get the expert version).. I wasted a $1.
Not the best F-16 by far;there are some pros and cons. First of all, the interior and exterior modelling are great. The flight
dynamics leave a lot to be desired, not very realistic. The VC isn't fully modeled, by which I mean not every button is clickable.
For the sale price I got it for, it was a good price but I don't believe its worth $25. I would wait for a sale or wait for the
MILVIZ F-16 but it's still a good add-on. Though in my opinion, I like it, and I feel it's an enjoyable plane.. What do Enya,
Rage Against the Machine and Igor Stravinsky all have in common?

This game. That's what.. Thank you for making this game. This game has potential. But currently it lacks content and a one of a
kind feel. Just feels like another random Second Life clone at the moment.. Years after purchasing it, I still feel burned by this
game. Don't let the fabulous artwork fool you, this game will bore you, infuriate you, or both, depending on your patience level.
Also, if you're like and thought the story sounded intriguing, know that it's barely present and features deeply pretentuous,
unengaging writing that will have you ignoring it pretty rapidly.

It's rare to see an indie game this disastrous actually get released. What's galling is that with a lot of polish it could have been
something special, but it feels like the designers ran out of time, money, or patience and just threw it into the marketplace.

No matter what you're looking for, this game will disappoint you.. I understand that the game is trying to tell a story with dark
humor and twisted world.
However, it is just trial and error, when everything other than the only correct choice equal to a bad ending.
The dark humor and twisted world only makes it worst, since they make the story and choices illogical in most cases. Therefore,
there isn't any clue to which will be the "correct choice." (To be honest, there shouldn't be only one correct choice in visual
novel in the first place.)

All of these makes this game into just a work of trial and error. It doesn't worth a single penny imo.
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Wonderful. Absolutely superb. I only hope that in the future, more historic equipment may become available for these lines.
Some older 4\/6 and 6\/6 motive power would be incredibly fun to drive.. Got this game bundled in Two Worlds Collection
which was on sale 86% off. Would not have bought it otherwise. Beat all maps in 3 hours. There are better free games on your
smartphone.. Ahhh, this reminds me of the old days, playing Test Drive and Need For Speed on the Playstation one and 2. Not a
sim by any means but that's what I loved about those games. The market is over saturated with sims and not enough GAMES.

Verdict:

I bought for half price and just started playing but I can tell I will get many hours of fun out of this game. Recommended on sale
and get those free cars! Haven't tried anything online, usually it's not my interest.

Don't like:

DLC: there's a bunch of free cars for the game but you have to launch the game for each and every one of them, then exit game
to get the next.
I had to unplug a controller I wasn't using to get the menus from flicking from one option to the other. No big deal , just kind of
annoying.
Get stuck on walls at times.

Like:
My Logitech G920 worked without any configuration.
Fun to drive and some crashes are hilarious fun.
NIce tracks. These are ficticious tracks but there's some pretty cool ones. Nice change of pace from the standard real world race
tracks I have seen for the last decade of racers.
Licensed cars, real cars.

Notes: AMD FX 8320 cpu, 16 GBs RAM and an AMD RX480 8 GB graphics card... default game settings are maxed out and
usually above 70 fps.. While not being the best point and click adventure out there it is certainy not the worst either, it has
exelent graphics (better than in most of the pac-adventures). Unfortunately it also comes with some minor problems, the UI is
sometimes laggy when you click a puzzle to rotate (pipe puzzle), you sometimes leave the active puzzle because some parts are
to low on the screen and the game interprets this as leave, some puzlles have an item almost completely obscured so its
impossible to see and find it (unless you click like a fool on every single spot on the screen).
I really miss voice acting in this adventure (though that can also ruin a game if done wrong).
That being said, I did have a nice time playing this game and it is worth your time if you love point and click's.. If you're looking
for a game that has the linear progression and difficulty from the late 80's - early 90s, this is it. It's a single player, learn through
attrition type game. Some stages are top view and some are side scroller.

Pro:
It's difficult. I enjoyed that about the game because a lot of what's out there now tends to just hold your hand through
progression without any real threat.

It looks nice. The visuals are nice. It reminds me of Ultratron in color and art style.

Cons:
It's single player. The game does market that and it plays well, but a CO-OP mode would be nice.

Very linear. The only choices you really make are based on which unit you select for each tier. Auto-rockets or sniper? Machine
gun or shot gun?

No story at all. Nothing that gives you a purpose or understanding of what you're fighting or doing. Units don't have names,
enemies don't have names.

In the end, I say it's a good game. 9.99? not really. I'd rather spend 4.99 for it. It's a good casual game to mess around on but it
needs some specific things to go anywhere.
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1- Achievements. Seriously how did this not happen?
2- Name the units and add an almanac with unit & enemy info
3- Stage select. Being able to replay some stages would be nice without starting all over.
4- Endless mode. Time Trials. Leaderboards.
5- Some sort of story.. Great fun, and the dev is very active and open. I was ducking, crawling and rolling all the time, popping
up to take shots in slow motion. The weapons are pretty cool, though they could use some refinement - they're sometimes not
reliable. I was able to fan-fire the revolver, but it was really hit or miss - sometimes it worked flawlessly, other times it didn't
work at all.
The first update was also just released, though I haven't tried it; It features a teaser for the upcoming story mode, among other
things. I would definitely recommend this game for the low price.. Not only are those who made this film wonderful. The film
itself is wonderful by exploring queer identities and their interactions with gaming. It does bring up some insight into
improvements that can be made in games, but by no means does it try to to overwhelm the viewer with opinions. It's more of a
high light of the wonderful nature, when done right of the game industry.

This Documentary has been out on other platforms. Thats how I've seen it, it's called Amazon.. Awesome continuation to
amazing space sim. X Rebirth is truly reborn now. It took them 3 years to fix all the bugs, but add this expansion and Teladi
Outpost, as well as Capital Ship bridge mod - and you are set for weeks of great fun.
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